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Mrs. Marion Sargent to Head of Student Body, University of Mississippi

Marion Sargent
CLASS OF SERVICE
This is a fast message unless its deferred character is indicated by the proper symbol.

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM
HANDLE AS SUSPECTED DUPE PLEASE

The filing time shown in the
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SYMBOLS
DL = Day Letter
NL = Night Letter
LT = International Letter Telegram

NSA006 BA002
BLV054 NL PD=TDB BELMONT MASS 29=
HEAD OF STUDENT BODY, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI =
OXFORD MISS

COMMUNICATE TO YOUR STUDENT BODY YOU ARE THE GENERATION TO MAKE THE DECISION ABOUT SEGREGATION. YOU ARE THE GENERATION TO LIVE WITH YOUR DECISION YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO LIVE AN ACADEMIC AND EDUCATED ATMOSPHERE YOU ARE IN THE PROCESS OF BEING EDUCATED AS EDUCATED MEN AND WOMEN BE WISE AND CALL UPON THE CITIZENS OF MISSISSIPPI AND YOUR UNIVERSITY MATES TO ACT AS ONE -- WISELY -- AND DO NOT LET THE DECISION ONE VERY UNWISE, THOUGH EDUCATED MAN STRIP YOUR GENERATION OF ITS BEST MEN AND RICHEST

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
INHERITANCE BY ACTING IN AN INHUMAN UNAMERICAN AND UNEDUCATED MANNER TELL THE CITIZENS TO PAUSE TO JUDGE THEMSELVES GO BACK TO YOUR ROOMS IN THOUGHT AND LET MEREDITH GO TO HIS IN PEACE=

MRS MARION SARGENT 57 RALEIGH RD BELMONT MASS=

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE